
Multifunctional stand Darkflash DLT23 Ref: 4710343794448
Multifunctional stand Darkflash DLT23

Darkflash DLT23 2-in-1 laptop / tablet / smartphone stand
Free your hands while watching videos on your tablet or ensure proper posture when working at your laptop. The Darkflash DLT23 laptop
stand is distinguished by its adjustable height and sturdy, durable design. You can place the device of your choice on it without worry.
What's more, an additional phone stand is attached to it, which can also be easily adjusted to your needs.
 
Adjustability
The DLT23 laptop stand will help you maintain the correct posture while working, so you can enjoy greater comfort. Forget about fatigue
and wrist pain! The product allows you to adjust the height in several stages - you can easily adjust it to your needs. What's more, thanks
to  its  well-thought-out  design,  the  stand  will  prove  useful  in  various  applications  -  for  example,  you  can  place  a  laptop  or  tablet  and
phone on it.
 
Practical phone stand
The set also includes a smaller stand, which will be ideal for a tablet or phone. It is equipped with several practical supports, so you can
place 2 devices on it or set your smartphone at the desired height. Now you can comfortably watch a movie or take notes! The smaller
stand can also be attached to the larger one for easy storage and transportation.
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Thoughtful design
High-quality plastics were used to make the coasters, which ensures their impressive durability. Don't be afraid of damaging them! They
are also distinguished by their  foldable design,  which makes them take up less space during transport  and storage.  You can easily  fit
them in your backpack or laptop bag! Take them with you to work, to the library or on vacation and enjoy more comfort wherever you
go!
 
Brand
Darkflash
Model
DLT23
Color
White, gray
Material
Plastic
Dimensions
Laptop stand: 262x70x32.5mm; Smartphone stand: 150x700x15mm;
Weight
Laptop stand: 252g;Smartphone stand: 85g;

Preço:

Antes: € 7.995

Agora: € 7.00

Jogos, Cooling pads
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